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ABSTRACT

The comoal magnetic field ixof paramount importance in solar and

physics. Two profoundly different views of the C0r0oa| magneticfield have emerged.

In quasi-steady models, the predominantoource of open magneticfield iSiocoronal

holes. In contrast, in the interchange model, the open magnetic flux in conserved, and

the c0u)u@Jmagnetic field can only respond (o the pbot0*pheric evolution via inter-

change reconnection. In this view the open magnetic flux diffuses through the closed,

streamer belt fields, and Guhnt8nd8J 0pou flux i8 present in the streamer during

solar minimum. However, Aodocbos and co-vvorkcrm,io the form ofu conjecture, ap

guedd)a1ku]yiao181ed0pouOox cannot exist inu configuration with one bcU0Syhedo

current sheet (HC3) - it will connect via narrow corridors to the polarcorouo1 hole

of the oanzc polarity. This contradicts the requirements of the interchange model. We

have yodbrued an MHD sio\u|udou of the solar corona up to 20f/,-, to test both the

interchange model and the Auxdochou conjecture. WeuuouuyuopdczuuytorCarring-

ton Rotation 19I3 as the boundary condition for the model, with two xroul1biyo{om

introduced into the region where a positive polarity extended coronal hole forms. We

introduce Dmwo 81 the phoNopbedo boundary surface to See if open flux associated

with the UipOlea can be moved into the closed-field region. Interchange reconnection

does occur iu response m these motions. However, we find that the open magnetic flux

cannot be xinph/ injected into closed-field  zegimzo 'tb8 flux eventually closes down

and disconnected flux is Created. Flux either opens or closes, as required, t0 maintain

topologically distinct open and closed field regions, with no indiscriminate mixing of

the two. The early evolution conforms to the }\ndocboo conjecture in that anarrow

corridor Vf open flux connects the portion 0f the c0n]0a1 hole that ionearly detached

bY one nf the bi lco.Iuthelutezevn\udou,udctacbu]conuoa|holefnnou,inupyon:ut

violation of the }\odoobomconjecture. Further iovoud^zudno reveals that this detached
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coronal hole is actually linked to the extended coronal hole by a separatrix footprint

on the photosphere of zero width. Therefore, the essential idea of the conjecture is

preserved, if we modify it to state that coronal holes in the same polarity region are al-

ways linked, either by finite width corridors or separatrix footprints. The implications

of these results for interchange reconnection and the sources of the slow solar wind

are briefly discussed.

Subject headings: MHD — Sun: corona — Sun: magnetic fieldsJe	 t^
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1.

The '\onen" field iothe portion of the Sun's magnetic field that stretches out into

the b6i0spbereVmbecome the interplanetary magnetic field 0MF;.b defines the structure of the

teliouphere,including the position nf the bdiospheric current sheet and the regions of fast and

slow solar wind.

The most obvious source ofopen magnetic flux oothe Sun are Corona| holes (Wang et al.

1946l. These are regions of the solar corona that appear dark iu }{-ruv cznisai/u 	 1977)

and bright in He 1 I0830 A ubuoqptk7o (Ziduz 1977; Harvey 8c Shcckew 1979), and are believed

k`bc source of the fast solar wind, While the sun and the solar wind exhibit u variety ofdynamic

phenomena on u multitude of time and spatial scales, the large-scale underlying structure of

the corona often varies slowly near solar minimum, as evidenced by the recurrent patterns of

cocnou|bok:m and fast solar wind streams (2Jzker 1977; l~ubouamoetal. 2009; /\broozcukoctal.

2010). Using measurements of the photospheric magnetic field as input, steady-state models have

been successful in reproducing features of the large-scale corona and inner heliosphere, such as

the location ofuorouu| holes, the streamer belt, and the beliompbodc current sheet (FfCS). The

simplest and most widely available are the potential (curreot-free) magnetic field models, such

as the potential field source-surface ffSS\ model (Soh8ttenetal. 1969; Akmchuk:r& Newkirk

l ghQ) and the potential field current-sheet (PBC5) model (Schotteu 1971). The models have

been compared extensively with interplanetary observations (Doeksecuuet al. 1983| Wang Jk

Sheo1cy 1988, 1995; Zbuo &c Hockyccnu l995; Neugcbuuorct al. 1998). lu conjunction vvitb these

magnetic field models, the inverse correlation between magnetic flux tube expansion and solar

wind speed has been used to predict solar wind speeds in the heliosphere (Wan g & Sheeley 1490,

1994; Wang et al. 1997; Ar ge8cPizzo 2000; /\roeotal. 2003). Ma gnctobydrodynundc (MBD})

models of the solar corona have also been used (Omnnuoovl993; Miki6&c Linker l99b;Dmmauov

l9g6' Linker et al. I999;MUd6c1al. l gqg ; Riley ct al. 2UOl; Rnuoxcvct al. 20O3); the models are
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but are advanced io time k>obtain usteaulv-ntatc solution. MHD models provide

am[re self-consistent description of the plasma and magnetic fields, but in practice many of the

features of the solutions are similar to source-surface models (Riley et a.2006). MHD models

with umore realistic description of the energy transport have now been developed (Lionello et al.

2OOy) that allow direct comparison vvitbeudumionmeuouceoacnt iu the corona.

TjexniUc the success of steady-state descriptions, a number of observations innk' that

important phenomena involving the Sun's open flux are inherently dynamic in nature. For

example, observations of the First Ionization Potential (FIP) (Geiss et al. 1995) show enhanced

imv FIP elements iu the slow wind (the so-called}rIP-effeoh but not inthe fast wind, implying

a different origin for the fast and oJm9 wind n|usu)a Zurbuobco et al. (1998) and Schvvudcoo

et al. (1999) have described O possible F0P fractionation process occurring in closed loops that

could explain the 9lP effect auu consequence of the slow wind arising from previously closed

large-scale \nupu. This implies that necoonoodno is necessary for the rcieuec of slow wind p\uuruu

(although see Cruonzocct al. (2OO7) for 4nalternative esp|uoudoo). White-light observations from

the LASCO coronagraph reveal blobs of plasma escaping from the tips of streamers as well as

downward flows (Wang et al. 2000; Sheelev &Wnno 2002; Sheeley et al. 2004); 0buerv8b0oQ

from the STEREO {{e|io	 show evidence of plasma blobs iu the more distant solar

wind (RouiDurdctal. 2008,2OlUu)with associated in situ signatures (RouiUardctal. 2010b). All

of these Vb8ervu1iOoS generally imply that p|4uou8 on previously o)0ued field lines escapes into

interplanetary space.

Iti8not surprising that even mn&|	 the Sun's open flux is dynamic.bis well known

that the photospheric magnetic flux i8 constantly evolving, even [b/ring solar minimum.

(1Vb4) first recognized the important role of both differential rotation and random-walk motions

caused hy the 8opergruDule circulation io the reversal ofthe Sun's polar magnetic field during

the i>-year sunspot cycle. Based on these concepts, flux evolution models (Devote et d|. 1984;
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36eeknyctal. 1987; Wang 8t8becky 1991;Wu/deo &c Harvey 2080; 8chrijvcr&[}cBosa2O83)

have been successful io reproducing many 8f the observed properties0f photospheric fiekdu

The question o[ how the Cm0na| magnetic field responds to photospheric flux evolution has

led to divergingviewpoints between the solar and heliospheric communities (Zurhuoben2OO7).lu

the solar physics community, oogumnoca of source-surface models are often used to

the evolution ot the cor0o8l field in response Um changes iu the nb0toapbehc field (Wang et al.

l906; Wang 8cSbcc|cy2OO4; Schriivcc6tl}cRoou20O3;Wang &0bcc1ey2OU4; Wang otal.

2010), assuming that the c0oJoQj field behaves io8 quasi-steady manner. Wang et al. (190h)used

this approach to explain the nearly rigid rotation of some coronal holes (Insley et al. 1995) in

the presence nf the differential rotation 0f the underlying photVxnhericcuugocbc flux (Newton &

Nunn 195 1). The results of this model imply reconnection and reconfiguration of the field. These

processes are not directly calculated by the model, but they have been estimated (Wang &Sbecbcy

2004) and imply that both interchange reconnection and disconnection (discussed below) occur.

The heliospheric community has focused outhe topology and structure ufthe

field, which can constrained by electron heat flux measurements. Table }summarizes the three

principal ways that the Cormza\magnetic field can respond tnDbOt0 	 evolution t0maintain

an erieudedc0n0oU] b0|e structure (as in Wang e{ al. (1996)\. In the first process, opening of

the field leads to closed loops in the be|i0spbere. In the pr0ucuCe of minimal scattering, these

field lines should exhihitCVuok:z8trc8odRg electrons (referred t0u88 bidirectional heat Dux).

[ouutembouodoD electrons are most closely associated with corooa\mass ejections(GosUng et al.

1940). On the other hand, the disconnection of field lioe0, which c|nueu down Oux, should lead t0

heat flux dropouts (McComas ttal. 1989, \4 q })(uguiu,iF scattering ioueglccted). These events

are rarely observed ((ronkczctal. 2002). This has led he|inxpherio rcmcuochoro to conclude that

only the third process in Table \, iotcncbuogt reconnection, can occor. Based on this idea, Fisk

and co-workers (Fisk et al. 1998, 1999; Fisk 8LSobwodoon2U01; Fisk 2OO5; Fisk 8iZurhocbcn
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7006\ propose that open magnetic Dux is approximately conserved, and that open field lines

oeccoumi|v undergo u diffusive process through continual episodesof magneticreconnection with

neighboring closed loops. The concept of conservation of open flux has led to the idea of a "floor"

in the interplanetary magnetic flux (Sru]gaurd & Clivcr 2007; ()vvcus et al. 2008). The most

dramatic inference of this idea is that it implies that open flux must he transported into otherwise

closed-field regions during its tryuSeguatod8l migration that C4uue0 the reversal of the DnL8dty

0f the solar magnetic field (Fisk /bScbn/adr0o20Ol). Therefore, open flux should actually bO

present io the so-called closed-field regions Vfthe streamer belt. For simplicity, *e refer k} this set

of ideas in the rest of the paper ux the interchange model.

Recent	 and theoretical developments oust some doubt on this scenario. Unthe

observational side, o re-interpretation of electron heat flux measurements by Owens & Crooker

(2O07) that accounts for scattering has shown that heat flux dropouts would bed rare occurrence

even if disconnection cvcnlx are present. Observations during the present unusual solar minimum

(Smith &Balogh 2A08) have shown that the interplanetary nu4gDedc field strength has

significantly, calling into question the idea that open flux is conserved and thus obviating the

need to transport open flux through the closed-field regions. In theoretical work, &ndoChn8 et al.

(2007) have investigated the feasibility of open magnetic fields co-existing with surrounding

closed flux. Using source-surface models, they argue heuristically for two conjectures regarding

the structure ofcopouo| holes: (l) Cornuu1 holes are unique, in that every unipolar region on

the photosphere can contain at most one coronal hole and (2) coronal holes of nested polarity

regions ozn/t dzcnoxc|vna be nested. As discussed in the paper, the practical consequence of these

conjectures is that for atypical solar minimum configuration with one 8C8, `^imol4tCd" Coronn|

holes do not exist, they must be connected by narrow corridors that could boarbitrarily dbio (and

therefore not easily visible in emission). For brevity p/t refer 10 this main result as the 8obocbou

conjecture in this paper. If it is correct, open fields CaDu(x simply diffuse into closed-field regions

ao required hv the interchange model.
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M}0 simu lations of the uoronal response k, photospheric motions can

principle follow the evolution n[ magnetic fields, and help bU resolve whether thequasi-steady

model or the interchange model (or neither) is correct. MHD simulations of the ooronal response

to differential rotation (l.i0oelloet8l ' 2005, 2006) find that interchange reconnection does

occur, but the other processes in Table \ happen as vvoK. The MHDrcmu\to generally support

the c0nC]oSim08 of the quasi-steady models. However, the Ml{D models used large-scale flux

distributions with uuipo)azooroo4| hole regions, with none of the arooll scale opposite-polarity

flux that is observed in COzoD8| bU|eS (this is true for most of the quasi-steady oz0deb on well).

This might preclude the possibility of obtaining the results postulated by the interchange model.

In this puper, we describe MBD aio)o)udons designed to test two of the opposing bicon in

the open flux debate: l) Can open flux associated with small scale polarities b08dveC1ed into a

closed-field region and remain open (as postulated by the interchange coodcl)92) Can u portion of

open flux be detached from ac0n0na| hole (in contrast t0 the /\ud0chVSco jectore)?8urxtodvin

similar io concept k) the work of Edmondson et al. (2Ol0), but with majorenhancements. Unlike

the previous study, *e include 8 rea listic photosphebc magnetic flux distribution and uuMRD

treatment of the solar wind, so that open flux can be mainta ined rigorously by the plasma thermal

and kinetic pressures. Furthermore, this allows us to calculate the full cvo|udnu at the DCS so that

flux can open or close or undergo interchange reconnection there in response to the phVk}mpherC

dynamics. lo our simulation, wc introduce two unua1}biyo]ca into asmoothed synoptic map for

Carrington rotation |9l3. The hipoleu are embedded in the area corresponding to the extended

con}u4\ hole that was observed dur ing that time period. We first develop a global steady-state

solution for the corona using this map os the boundary condition. We then impose 8surface flmp

t0adveCt these mixed polarities out Uf the cOcou@| hole region, and study the evolution. We find

that open magnetic flux associated with the northern hipnitin not injected iut0 the closed held

region, but closes down and disconnected flu^im created iuthe hcU0Spbeze. Advecb000fthe

southern 
h' 

lele8dat08ppaoeotdetachnzcoLOf8p0ti0u0[the extended C0n]nulhole. We find
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that the detached portion is in fact still linked oot he muincmomat hole byazero-width

surface. Investigation of the simulation results presented here spawned two other studies: Tltov

et al. (2UlU) designed uu analytic mode\bamedondheaimm]ation results toclarify the m agnetic

topology of isolated coronal holes, and Antiochos et al. (2010) discusses the implications of a web

of separators and quasi 'oepuratrx layers for interchange reconnection and the origin of the slow

solar wind.

Sec. 2 of this paper describes the NIHD model and the design and detai ls of the simulations.

Sec. 3 demonstrates the simulation results and discusses their implications. Our conclusions are

presented in Sec. 4.

Z

To nLodv the interaction of small-sca le polarity magnetic 6ipnlcw with corouu| holes, we

use the NYHD approximation , vvbicb io applicable tolonu- ycale, lnp/	 in

magnetized plasmas such as the solar corona. Our model uses spherical coordinates and advances

io time the following set of viscous and resistive NIflDequations:

4-F,
^^ x I^ == --J,	 (1)

l^I^
Vx ]B = ----,	 (2)C ot 
^ x BD^f ----- == n^,	 (})

C'
8p---^^^'(^v) == 0,	 (4)

I (OT
--- ( -- f v - VTi = —IT7 ' v '	(5)^ — l \ /)f

0v	 l	 '
P -- f^'^7^ = —^ ^ B— ^^fp^f T7 ' ( vp^7v\ ,	 (6)

where Bixthe magnetic field, Jis the electric current den s ity, and Ei0the electric field. In

practice the vector potential Aiu advanced, with B=VxA. The variable s p,w,p, and Iare
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the plasma muss density, velocity, pressure, and temperature, g=-"f /1 7- 2 is the

acceleration , yd`creoistvity, v is the kinematic viscosity, and  == l.O5iothe polytropic index.

The polytropic approximation can be justified for the present study, since we are modeling the

magnetic configuration of the corona and not the detailed properties of the plasma such axthe

contrast in speed between fast and slow wind, or coronal emission, for which a more sophisticated

model would benecessary (I.iooclloc1al. 2004). The boundary conditions are discussed by

Linker & Miki6 (1997) and Linker et al. (1999). We note that at the inner radial boundary,a fired

temperature ofI.8 x lU« K and uoelectron density of 10 1 orn-o are prescribed. The component

of the velocity along the magnetic field is not specified but calculated from the ch8zaotedydC

equations. At the outer radial boundary the flow is supersonic and super-Alfv6nic, and variables
,

are computed with aid of the characteristic equations. For the simulation presented here, we have

»used u nonuniform grid iorx8x ' ofl5lxlVIX20I points, with ^^r5^ 2.8xlO - ^= =I.0Xjzu

at the lower radial boundary and Ar ;^^- O.75 /7o at 20 R=; The latitudinal mesh vmiou between

AO ;zz^ 3.7' o1 the poles and AO ;z-- 0,8' near the equator. The azimuthal (longitudinal) mesh vudcx

bctvveom 11d/ Pt 0.5" in the primary region of study to 11oi  ;: 3.0" fhzdzcr away. The simulation

domain extends out to 20R,-. The Alfv6n travel time at the base of the corona (T4	for

|B| == 2.205 (} and mo == 108 uoz -a , which are typical reference values, iu24 minutes (Alfv6u

speed V.4 = 480 km/s). A uniforrn resistivity is chosen such that the Lundquist number TR/T4 is

IxI01 .vvbererxiutbe/emi»dvediffusiondoze.}\unifoonviucouityvima\uouaed,coneapondiog

to o viscous diffusion time T,/ such that T,, /T4 == 500. Again, this value is chosen to dissipate

unresolved scales without substantially affecting the global solution. During the phases ofthe

simulation where reconnection occurs, the length scales are considerably smaller than 1R, ,5 and the

nuoledCO1 dissipation exceeds the opeCified il. so the Lundquist number ia consequently mroo]|cr in

the regions where this dynamical evolution occurs.

On the solar surface p e prescribe for the ma gnetic Dux distribution a8moNbed NSA Kitt

Peak map for Carrington Rotation (CR) 1913 (August 22 - September 18 ` 1996), which was
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around the time of the first Whole Sun Month campaign. This is shown in Fig. I a and b. We have

previously studied this time period with polytropic MHD simulations (Linker et al. 1999) and the

more sophisticated energy transport model (Lionello et al. 2009). Linker et al. (1999) describes

the method for producing a relaxed streamer configuration; we briefly review it here. We initiate

an MHD simulation by introducing a spherically symmetric transonic Parker solar wind solution

and a potential magnetic field corresponding to the flux distribution of Fig. Ia. The solution is

advanced in time until it relaxes to a steady-state, producing a configuration containing helmet

streamers that trap the coronal plasma, and open field lines where the plasma flows freely outward

as the solar wind. We can map the open/closed boundaries by tracing field lines from the lower

boundary at IR(:, and determining whether the field lines return to the solar surface or reach the

outer boundary. We refer to this as a coronal hole map; Fig. I c-d shows the map corresponding to

the the flux distribution in Fig. I a-b. The presence of the large active region just below the equator

causes a southward extension of the northern coronal hole, the so-called Elephant's Trunk (Gibson

et al. 1999) that was visible during this time period. Fig. Id shows a magnification of the open

field region in the model corresponding to this feature.Z^

To study the effects of small-scale parasitic polarities, we add two small artificial bipoles

in the area around the Elephant's Trunk (shown as an an enlargement in Fig. 1b), creating the

magnetic flux distribution shown in Fig. 2a-b. We stress that this new flux distribution is not

meant to match any particular observation during this time period, but to test the ideas outlined

in the introduction. We initiate a new simulation with this flux distribution in the same way

described above, relaxing the configuration for a period of about 56 hours. The coronal hole map

for this configuration is shown in Fig. 2c-d. As it is evident from Fig. 2c and especially from the

enlargement in Fig. 2d, introducing these bipoles causes a "break up" of the Elephant's Trunk

coronal hole and inserts some closed flux in areas that were originally open. After the relaxation

period, we introduced a surface flow that is uniform in longitude and directed from west to east,

vo() ,z:f —1 kni /s between 30.5' < Lat. < 36.0', and between 7.8c' < Lat. < 15.3'. This flow
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does not represent an actual observed flow on the Sun; it is used as a convenient way of moving

open and closed flux associated with the bipoles into the streamer belt region. After 70 hours, the

flow was stopped and we allowed the system to relax further for 14 hours.

3. RESULTS

The velocity flow we apply to advect the bipoles is uniform in longitude and, consequently,

its effects are felt in the global corona. Figure 3 shows a sequence of surface magnetic flux maps

with the coronal hole maps superimposed at different stages of the simulation. Time in hours is

indicated on the figure; t = 0 is taken to be the end of the relaxation phase when the flows are

introduced. Shaded areas represent open field regions. This arrangement can be compared with

Figs. I and 2, where the magnetic flux and coronal hole maps are shown separately. From the

global evolution (left column) sequence it can be seen that the shearing flow causes the northern

and southern coronal holes to grow. This occurs because the large-scale field is energized by the

flows and the closed field loops rise in response. The outermost of these closed loops are then

susceptible to being, carried out by the solar wind and the open field regions increase in size.

The right column of Fig. 3 shows an enlargement of the area surrounding the Elephant's

Trunk coronal hole. The introduction of the two bipoles affects the structure of the coronal hole,

causing closed magnetic field to appear within the Elephant's Trunk, where the field would have

been completely open otherwise. The coronal hole is associated with field of positive polarity and

magnetic field lines of positive sign, instead of opening up to space, close down in the negative

polarity portions of the two bipoles. We refer to the two bipoles as northern and southern; the

areas surrounding the northern bipole and southern bipole are colored respectively in green and

blue rectangles. The evolution of these areas is shown enlarged in the sequences in Figs. 4 and 7,

which again present a superposition of magnetic flux maps with coronal hole maps.
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3.1. Evolution Associated with the Northern Bipole

Fig. 4 depicts the evolution of the northern bipole as it is advected eastward (from right

to left in the Figure) by the surface flow. In the early phases of the evolution, open flux closes

down and new open flux is formed via interchange reconnection. As the evolution proceeds, the

closed-field region surrounding the negative polarity merges with the eastern closed flux area.

Eventually, the open flux associated with the positive polarity enters the closed-field region and,

as can be seen by the coronal hole map, does not remain open but closes down. A weaker negative

polarity, associated with closed flux, trails behind the positive polarity and eventually merges with

the closed field on the left. The process whereby open flux closes down is shown in Fig. 5, which

presents a three-dimensional perspective of the advection of the northern bipole. Open field lines

traced from the positive polarity of the bipole are shown in green. As can be seen in the figure,

as the positive polarity spot enters the closed-field region, reconnection begins to close down the

flux. Eventually all the flux associated with the positive polarity reconnects and no open flux is

left.

It should be emphasized that in our simulation, as in the real Sun, there are at least two sites

for reconnection. One is at the null and separatrix surface associated with the embedded bipole.

As described in Edmondson et al. (2010) the reconnection here is primarily of the interchange

type. Closed-closed reconnection does occur while the bipole is moving purely through the closed

field region, but this has minimal effect on the open field. The other site of reconnection, which

was not included in Edmondson et al. (2010), is at the HCS. This reconnection has important

heliosperic signatures, because it can produce disconnected flux in the wind.

To further investigate the structural changes that occur in the magnetic field during theC^

evolution, we tracked magnetic flux in the simulation by tracing magnetic field lines in both

directions from r = 10 R. We classified field lines according to their structure in the following

manner: Field lines are considered to be open if one end connects to the surface of the Sun and the
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other reaches the outer boundary of the simulation. Closed field lines have both ends connected

to the solar surface. Disconnected flux is defined as flux associated with field lines with both

end-points on the outer radial boundary. We identified interchange reconnection by the presence

of folded flux, field lines that are open but B,. changes sign in the simulation domain. This fold

in the field line naturally occurs as part of the interchange reconnection process, as seen in the

depiction by Crooker et al. (2002) and in the simulations of Lionello et al, (2005) (see Fig. 4(c)

We traced as many as 16 million field lines in each time slice to track these different structures.

Nevertheless, our identifications can only be regarded as approximate because of the vast region

of the simulations, and the presence of nulls, separators, and quasi-separatrix layers. As the

interchange reconnection occurs primarily at the null points associated with the small bipoles, our

calculation of interchange reconnected flux is likely to be a lower limit to the actual amount. (see

section 3.2).

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the unsigned magnetic flux for the different categories during

the bipole advection phase. Also shown is a view of the magnetic field lines depicted in Fig. 5,

but viewed from a further distance and with a coronal hole map depicted on the surface. As we

trace field lines from 10,R,,.-.1, we do not account for most of the closed flux in the simulation,

which actually dominates (closed flux does not typically rise above r = 3-4 P-,,.,-.) in the steady-state

solution). Measured in this way, open flux forms the bulk of the total flux, followed by the

closed flux (almost 2 orders of magnitude less), and folded and disconnected flux (3-4 orders of

magnitude less). As noted earlier, the introduction of uniform flows energizes the entire corona

and leads to a general pattern of closed flux being opened during the advection phase. The

evolution of the closed flux at 10 R,,-., can be understood as follows: upper field lines of closed

flux tend to rise and be caught up by the solar wind in the early phase of the advection. As the

apex of these closed field lines pass 10 R,.,,, the amount of closed flux increases. This increase is

only temporary. As the field lines continue to rise, the apex of the loops leaves the simulation

domain and the flux is categorized as open, decreasing the amount of closed flux and increasing
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the open flux. This pattern tends to repeat as different portions of closed flux become energized

and transition to open flux.

In the initial evolution after the flows are introduced, some interchange reconnection appears

but no evidence for disconnection is found. The largest amount of disconnected flux appears

during the closing down of the northern dipole between t = 34 and t = 39 hours. The magnetic

reconnection that closes down the open bipole occurs primarily by reconnection across the

HCS. We did not find any evidence for open magnetic flux being transported into the open field

regions, as required by the interchange model. This result is contrary to the requirements of the

mechanism envisioned by Fisk & Schwadron (2001) to explain the polarity inversion of the Sun

during its 11 -year cycle. The formation of reconnected flux is in contradiction with the results

of Croaker et al. (2002), who argued that disconnected flux must be very rare because heat flux

dropouts, which are associated with magnetic field lines that are not connected to the Sun, are

hardly observed. However, Owens & Crooker ( 1 2007) showed that electron dropouts would be

very difficult to observe even if disconnected flux were responsible for restoring the flux balance

in response to ICMEs. Hence, disconnection of flux cannot be ruled out through current empirical

evidence.

Disconnection, as well as interchange reconnection, also occurred in the vicinity of the HCS

in the simulations of Lionello et al. (2005, 2006), where the effects of differential rotation were

studied. Evidently, it is difficult to avoid some disconnection when photospheric magnetic flux

is advected. In retrospect, this should not be surprising. The HCS is an obvious place in the

corona for opposite polarity fields to come in contact. Advection of flux will not always result

in opposite polarity open field always finding a closed field to reconnect with - sometimes it will

find another open field line, and disconnect. We note from Fig. 6 that both the disconnected flux

and the interchange reconnected flux were orders of magnitude lower than the total open flux in

the simulation. Nevertheless, based on our simulations we would predict that disconnected flux
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should bt occasionally preseuneardeBC8

3.2. Evolution Associated with the Southern Bimole

We now discuss the evolution of the southern bipole in the simulation, shown in Fig. 7.In

this case the negative polarity portion u[ the kipnle almost splits the extended corono] hole into

two pieces.However, iu agreement with the /\nhochoo conjecture, tbntnvopooiomuofthccorona]

hole are connected by8 narrow corridor of open flux nothe eastward side of the hipo|e. As the

biyole is udvmted eastward, this corridor nefoulna on the westward side of the 
b' 

o}n, and the

coronal hole is stretched by the advection of the positive polarity portion of the bipole.

A serendipitous result was obtained umthe simulation continued. A large negative polarity

region westward of the coronal hole was advectedcastward and protruded into the positive polarity

of the corooul hole (light blue regionio the center nf the t=09 hours and t=84 hours frames

of Fig. 7). This oogudvc polarity (associated with the synoptic ozup for this time period, and not

due to the introduced bipole) splits off and isolates a region of positive polarity of the elephant's

trunkcornua] hole. This iu also evident inFig. 9. The ourouu] hole itself has also seemingly

broken into two separate corouolholes. This iu most easily seen iu Figure 8a` which shows both

the pbotospbcru neutral lines and the corouo| hole boundaries. Examination ofFL above 3l/o

shows that there io still a single BCSio the configuration. Ao discussed iu the introduction, utruly

i go)atedoorouu| bole under these circumstances would be in contradiction with the Aodocbou

conjecture. According to the conjecture, unino!atedcncouxUbolcmouotiofac\heconuncbndby

u very narrow corridor nf open flux. Does such 8 corridor connect the two apparently separate

oorono1holes?

To investigate this question, we traced field lines iu the area between the two open bek]

regions io Fig. KDat increasinglyN orher resolution. We could not find any evidence ofafinite
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open-flux corridor at the photosphere. To study the topology more systematically, we computed

the "squashing" factor Q (Titov 2007), which measures the elliptical deformation of the cross

section of an infinitesimal flux tube. It is very useful for identifying important features of the

magnetic field. High values of Q result from topological features such as null points, separatrix

surfaces, and separator field lines, as well as geometrical features such as quasi-separatrix layers

(QSLs). Fig. 8b shows a map of the Q factor on a logarithmic scale for an enlargement of the

region outlined in the cyan rectangle in Figure 8a.

The locally highest values of Q are highli ghted in magenta in the figure. As expected, Q

is particularly large at the boundary of the coronal holes, since a true separatrix surface exists

here that divides the topologically distinct areas of open and closed flux. Q ought to be infinite

under these circumstances, but obtains a finite value when computed on a grid. A line of very

large Q also connects the two open flux regions. We have found that this line also behaves like a

discontinuity in field connectivity. Field lines traced from the photosphere in the neighborhood of

this line always divert to one side or the other with end points far away from one another.

It is difficult to demonstrate conclusively that a structure is a true discontinuity in a

calculation on a finite grid. To analyze this result more rigorously, Titov et al. (2010) developed

an exact analytic source-surface model that closely resembles the configuration in this simulation.

They show that in these circumstances a zero-width footprint of a separatrix dome, rather than a

finite corridor, is present at the boundary of the calculation. Therefore, we refer to the line of large

Q linking the coronal holes as a separatrix footprint. Formally, our detached coronal hole violates

the Antiochos conjecture in its original form, because no finite corridor exists between the two

coronal holes at the photosphere. (A finite corridor would correspond to the footprint of a QSL.)

However, as discussed by Titov et al. (2010), the essential nature of the conjecture is preserved

if we modify it to state that coronal holes within the same polarity always remain linked, either

by a finite-width corridor or a zero-width separatrix footprint. It is the linking of apparently
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disconnected coronal holes to the polar coronal hole (whether by separators or corridors) that is

physically significant, because it implies that coronal hole boundaries are not smooth but have a

complex structure.

In practice, the physical difference between QSLs and true separatrix surfaces may not be

very important. Both are regions where electric current concentrations would be expected to

form when the footpoints of the fields are stressed, and sites where the magnetic field is most

susceptible to reconnection. We have found large current densities in the vicinity of regions

where Q is large, but the present calculation has insufficient resolution to carefully investigate

reconnection in these regions. Investigation of reconnection in this context will be the subject of

future work. We note that while no finite-width corridor forms at the photosphere, a thin corridor

does appear at very low heights in the corona, as demonstrated in Fi gure 9. Coronal hole maps

developed by tracing at four heights in the calculation are shown in the figure. The map at the

solar surface (Figure 9a) shows no open field lines at the separator. At about 21 1,000 km above

the surface (1.032 Rc, Figure 9b) a narrow corridor of open field can be found in the corona

near the separatrix footprint. This corridor of open flux widens rapidly (Figure 9(c) and (d)) with

increasing height.

The presence of separatrix surfaces and QSLs in the simulation domain implies that it is

numerically challenging to identify structural features in the magnetic field via field line tracing,

as was done in Fig. 6. In constructing this figure, as we increased the number of tracing points,

the amount of flux identified as disconnected or interchange reconnected (really folded flux) rose

slightly compared to the open and closed flux (which did not change). We must also allow for the

possibility that some flux that interchange reconnects at the null point of the bipole will produce a

field line with a change in curvature but not a second minima in radius (and thus not be identified

as folded). Therefore, the percentage of disconnected/interchange reconnected flux relative to

open flux identified in Fig. 6 must be regarded as approximate, and a lower limit to the amount
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3.3. Implications for the Interchange Model and the Origin of the Slow Solar Wind

Our results 8h0`90 in 3.1 show that vre cannot easily adveCtopen magnetic flux into

Closed-field regions.The flux tends to close down, accompanied by some disconnection. This

result conflicts with the requirements of the interchange model, which proposes that Qptu

magnetic flux iutransported by interchange reconnection from one pole k` the other during the

course 0f the solar cycle and the reversal UfUlep01Dzhelds. An important aspect of the interchange

model is that it predicts that interchange reconnection is the predominant source of the slow wind,

thus accounting for its elemental composition and freeze-in temperatures. Our results show that

both [}8l.a and aepucutris surfaces can fbcn> as u result of the surface mnobcmu nfoho(onoboric

magnetic flux. Separatrix surfaces and QSLs are the sites where interchange reconnection is most

likely nm occur. Therefore, our results support this facet of the interchange model. Aodooboxetal.

/2010\ describe the identification of8SLS and separators in a high-resolution model of the 00l8z

corona for the time period of the August 1, 2008 solar eclipse and, in a new hypothesis dubbed the

- S-wchunodeipropoacthatiutcrcbuogerncnoncodonuttheuoui{ououaybeooinopmrtantaouzcnbn

the u|ovv solar wind. Suhruozaoiuu et al. (2010) show evidence for intermittent reconnection near

the boundaries Vfcon}ua\ bV/eS, and argue that outflows associated with these events could he 4

source of the slow wind.

4.

We have used our	 MBD model t0 investigate two conflicting Concepts

that have arisen as part of the debate on the structure and evolution of open magnetic flux iothe

corona and heliosphere: (i) The idea that open flux can diffuse into the streamer belt and remains



open (from the interchange model); (ii) Isolated coronal holes are in actuality always connected

by extremely narrow corridors) Cn the polar counnu\ hole of the same polarity (the

}\udoobox	 'eotune). Our results can be summarized uofollows:

|. Open flux associated with the northern hip0le did not remain open when it waa8dveoted

into the ok)sod-fieki region. This conflicts with the requirements of the interchange nu)d0].

2. WbUm interchange reconnection did indeed occur during the simulation, both opening and

disconnection also occurred, inconflict with the interchange model. From this simulation

and the previous results from ljondlo et al. (20N5,200),bappears to be difficult t0avoid

some disconnection when pbot08ybezC motions move the f»«opointsof magnetic flux that

lies near the HCS. This is generally a very small percentage of the total open flux in the

simulations (see Fig, 6). Therefore, we would predict that disconnected flux should appear

occasionally in the vicinity of the HCS. As discussed by Owens & Crooker (2007), the most

obvious signature of disconnected flux, heat flux drnnOu18. would be rarely observed by

spacecraft u11&.0. even ifdisconnected flux was present. The proposed Solar Probe Plus

moioBiOo will make in situ observations much closer tV the Sun and may be uh|c to confirm

or refute this pozliudou.

3. The introduction of the southern hipnDe ouumeo the lowest part o[the ekeohmmt`m trunk

corona hole to be nearly detached, but it remained connected through a narrow corridor of

open flux, in agreement with the Aoti0Cb0oconjecture (AudoCb0sctal. 2007). lu the early

evolution of the simulation, this narrow corridor was maintained, but eventually detaches

when 8 large region 0f negative polarity flux intrudes and splits the positive polarity 0fthe

extended com000lhole. By plotting u map ofO,vve find that these two cOrOu8] holes are

linked at the photosphere by u line of very large Q. Subsequently, Tltov ci al. (2010) have

shown that this line is in fact a zero-width footprint of a separatrix dome. A narrow corridor

of open field forms between the c0n)n8] holes a\a low height (l.O32//=).
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4. As discussed by Titov et al. (2010), the main result of the Antiochos conjecture holds if we

modify it to state that coronal holes of the same polarity are always linked, either by finite

width corridors or zero-width separatrix footprints.

5. While our results are in disagreement with some important aspects of the interchange

model in its present form, the discovery of separator formation indicates that the boundary

of coronal holes is not likely to be smooth, but in fact may exhibit a rich structure where

opposite polarity open and closed fields may be in close proximity. Therefore, our results

actually provide support to a primary inference of the interchange model: interchange

reconnection may be an important source for the slow solar wind. This aspect of our results

are discussed in more detail by Antiochos et al. (2010).
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Table 1: Coronal/Heliospheric Magnetic Field Processes

Name	 Process	 Consequence	 Observational Signature

1)Field Line Opening	 Closed	 loops	 are Interplanetary flux in- 13i-directional heat flux

dragged out in the solar creases

wind

2) Disconnection	 Two open field lines re- Interplanetary flux de- Heat flux drop outs

connect	 creases

3) Interchange Reconnec- A closed field line and Interplanetary flux is un- Outward heat flux (usual

tion	 an open field line recon- changed	 interplanetary signature)

nect
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Fig. |.–'hA Radial component 0fthe magnetic field (B,) from u smoothed NSK} Kitt Peak map

for Carrington Rotation (CR) l9|3 (August 22— September 18 ` 1996). (h) Enlargement of(u). (c)

Open/closed field boundaries (cnrooa| hole map) for anMHI} model 0f the solar corona using the

flux distribution of (a) as a boundary condition. (d) Enlargement of the coronal hole map showing

the Elephant's Trunk (southward extension of the northern coronal hole).

Fig. 2.—(a) InbialR- distribndonhorde consisting ofde magnetic map of Fig. Da)

with two small bipoies introduced into the regionoccupied hv the Elephant's Trunk. (b)En|org-

menCmhowing the magnetic dux distribution around the bipole6.(c)[00oN hole map calculated

with the M0D model for the /L distribution shown io(n).(d)Eo	 tofdheB|cohuut`m7tunk,

showing that some open flux io the configuration 0/Fig. }is now closed.

Fig. 3.– Evolution of R- and coronal hole boundaries when surface O0*V are introduced into

the mbnoludou. 7becoroua1 hole map has been superimposed ou\hemupu[ 8-, sn that open

flux regions are shaded. t == 0 C0oeSDOodo to the end 0fthe initial relaxation when the fl0v/a

are introduced. The |r1t column abovvu the global evolution, the right column an co|urgco/cn1

centered around the Elephant's 1rnokcornnu| hole. The location and direction otthe izopnood

longitudinal flow v d,() is indicated in the rightmost frame at 42 hours. A further enlargement of the

areas surrounding the bi oloa (the green and blue rectangles) is presented in Figs. 4 and 7.

Fig. 4.— Close-up of the evolution in the region surrounding the northern bipole ( green rectangles
Zn

in the right column of Fig. 3). Open flux regions are shaded, as in Fig. 3. As the positive polarity

of the bipole is advected into the closed-field region,the open flux associated with it closes down.

Fig. 5.-- Magnetic field lines in 8	 view of the evolution ub0*n in Fig. 3 and

Fig. 4. Open fields emanating from the positive polarity of the northern Lhpo|e are shown iogreen.

/Laodc0n]nd|b0|eh0oodude8Greobmoo0odheS0l8r9ucbace. Eventually all 	 flux associated

with the positive polarity reconnects and closes down. A view from further distance for the same
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times is portrayed in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6.— Evolution of the magnetic flux ire 	 units. Field lines have been traced from

1 0 R_ f,, to track the behavior of the magnetic flux. Folded flux is associated with field lines with

a polarity inversion in the radial component of the magnetic field and is a proxy for flux that

has undergone interchange reconnection. Disconnected flux is associated with field lines with both

ends at the outer radial boundary. Interchange reconnected and disconnected flux are a tiny fraction

of the open flux (3-4 orders of magnitude difference) in the simulation. The (a-d) frames of Fig. 5

are also shown, viewed from a position more distant from the Sun. The solar surface is shaded with

the coronal hole map (black regions are open). Magnetic reconnection occurs at the HCS above

the helmet streamer and at the null point associated with the parasitic polarity region of the bipole.

During the closing down of the bipolar flux, the disconnected flux peaks in frames (b) and (c).

Fig. 7.— Close-up of the evolution in the region surrounding the southern bipole (blue rectangles

in the right column of Fig. 3). When the large region of negative polarity field is advected into the

extended coronal hole, the hole appears to be split into two pieces, forming an apparently isolated

coronal hole.

Fig. 8.— Two maps showing the magnetic field topology at the end of the simulation. (a) A coronal

hole map with neutral lines. Shaded areas indicate open field. Within a single same polarity region,

there seem to be two separate coronal holes, which have originated from the breaking-up of the
Z71

single coronal hole present at the be ginning of the simulation. (b) An enlargement showing a log Q
t__

(defined in Sec. 3) map of the area in the cyan box. Neutral lines are in green. The two coronal

holes are actually linked through a zero-width separatrix line.

Fig. 9.— Four coronal hole maps at different heights in the calculation, zoomed in on the region

where a separator links the seemingly isolated coronal hole to the southern extension of the polar

coronal hole. (a) Map at  = R,-,,) (lower boundary of the calculation). Field lines traced from
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the the lower boundary do not open in the vicinity of the separator. They remain closed and divert

to one side of the separator or the other. (b) Map at r = 1.032R,,-.,,. This is the lowest height at

which we can conclusively demonstrate open field lines by tracing near the separator. The coronal

holes are now connected by a narrow corridor. When these field lines are traced back to the lower

boundary, they map back to either the southern extension of the coronal hole or the lower, linked

coronal hole. (c) Map at r = 1.038R,.-,, (about 2 grid points above the map in (b) ). The corridor of

open field thickens rapidly. (d) Map at r = 1.05R^. The corridor has grown to the point that it is

nearly as wide as the linked coronal holes.
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